CBSE/CE/Coord/2021

Dated: 28/06/2021

To

The Principals/Head of Institutions,
Schools affiliated to CBSE.
(Through CBSE website)

Subject: Uploading of Class-XI marks – regarding

Madam/Sir,

This is in continuation of letter no. CBSE/CE/Result Tabulation XII/2021 dated 24.06.20201. It has come to the notice of CBSE that schools are not uploading Class-XI marks in the absence of reference year and also with a premonition that the moderation of Class-XI marks will be done by CBSE.

It is clarified that moderation in both classes XI & XII will be done by schools only and not by CBSE. Further, there is no requirement of reference year for moderation of Class-XI marks.

Result committee will decide moderation on the hypotheses developed by them based on the learning outcome of the students and other related issues.

Hence, all schools are directed to upload class – XI marks as per schedule. No Extension in the last date for uploading of class – XI marks will be allowed. CBSE has to comply with the orders of Hon’ble Supreme Court of India regarding declaration of result of Class–XII by 31st July, 2021. Please comply orders for uploading of Class–XI marks immediately.

Schools will be allowed to moderate marks of both Class-XI and Class-XII after uploading of data on website.

Copy to Web Admin for uploading on Board’s Website

(DR. SANYAM BHARDWAJ)
CONTROLLER OF EXAMINATIONS